
CCC Committee Meeting - Tuesday 17 January 2023 
Present: Marie Brewer, Chris Sanders, Kate Goodwin, Mary McCarthy Harris and Jane Wilde


Summer Term Start Date

Summer term will start on 20 April.


Bach Concert

Kate has not yet received an invoice from St. Peter’s Church, so we do not have the final figures 
yet. However, we anticipate that, after church costs, we will have made a profit of approx £1000, 
which is well above average for this concert.


Letter of thanks from Adrian

Marie read out a letter from Adrian, thanking the committee for their work over the last few years.


Library/Music/Music Hire

It was agreed that we would buy 2 spare copies of whatever music is being ordered - for the use 
of people coming to try out etc. Chris will assess whether music hire is an option for future 
concerts - this is usually only economic when large expensive scores are required.


New Members/Recruitment

For people interested in joining the choir, the standard procedure is that they can attend three 
rehearsals to see if they are interested in joining. After that, they will be heard before a rehearsal 
by Calum and if asked to join, their subs will then be due.


We are very short of tenors. Jane will put out a plea on the choir Facebook and Twitter pages.


Coffee Break during rehearsal

After a discussion of the logistics of this, it was decided that it was too difficult and time-
consuming to reinstate a coffee break. Instead it was agreed that Calum will be asked to 
announce what time we will resume, so that people will know how long they have to socialise!


Brahms Concert

Marie has booked the 2 pianists who will perform the 4 hands version. Richard Carr and Simon 
Howitt. She has also booked Kathryn Jenkin as soprano soloist. Calum is looking for a baritone 
soloist. Marie is also in discussion with Francis Beuttler about adding timpani to the mix!


Mary is ready to ask William Thallon if he can play the piano for our final rehearsal and be 
prepared to stand in if Calum cannot take a rehearsal in the future.


It was agreed to keep the ticket price the same as for the Christmas concert - i.e. £18 in advance 
or £20 on the door.


Marie will provide Jane with information for the poster as soon as she has all the details.


Mary will check what time St. Peter’s is available for our afternoon rehearsal on Sunday 2 April 
and book the church for the Thursday evening before (30 March). She will also investigate the 
tuning of the St. Peter’s grand piano.


Contracts for soloisits/principal players

Marie will draft a template for a contract which can be given to soloists/major instrumentalists. 
She will circulate this to the rest of the committee.


Future repertoire

Obviously this will be up to Calum, but the committee were in favour of a similar concert to last 
year’s short concert of sacred pieces. Mary will check what dates the Sacred Heart church is 
available.


Minutes JW

JW





